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issued an uniform staff accountability
framework for NPA accounts up to Rs 50
crore.

Banking Updates
Government Policy

These guidelines shall be implemented with
effect from April 1, 2022, for accounts
turning non-performing assets (NPAs)
beginning next financial year. Banks will have
to complete staff accountability exercise
within six months from the date of
classification of the account as NPA.

31 Companies approved for Telecom
PLI Scheme
The Govt
approved 31 companies
comprising 16 MSMEs and 15 non- MSMEs (8
domestic and 7 global companies) under the
telecom PLI scheme, and expects an
incremental production of around ₹1.82 lakh
Cr. According to the Department of
Telecommunications, the 31 applicants are
expected to invest ₹3,345 Cr in the next 4
years and generate incremental employment
for more than 40,000 people and boost
domestic Research & Development (R&D) of
new products, on which 15% of the
committed investment could be invested.

Past track record of the officials in appraisal
or sanction / monitoring will also be given
due weightage. While punitive action needs
to be taken against the officers having
malafide intent/involvement, it is essential to
ensure that bonafide mistakes are dealt with
compassion, IBA said. It added that there is a
need to protect the people taking bonafide
business decisions in this competitive
environment. Banks with the approval of
their board may decide on threshold of Rs 10
lakh or Rs 20 lakh depending on their
business size for the need of examining the
aspect of staff accountability.

Govt appoints veteran banker K V
Kamath as chairperson of Rs 20,000crore NaBFID
It will help in reducing India’s dependence on
other countries for import of telecom and
networking products.

The
government
announced
the
appointment of veteran banker K V Kamath
as chairperson of the newly set up Rs 20,000
crore development finance institution
NaBFID to catalyse investment in the fundsstarved infrastructure sector.

FinMin issues uniform norms for
accountability to protect bonafide
decision of bankers

Parliament had cleared the National Bank for
Financing Infrastructure and Development
(NaBFID) Bill 2021 to support the

To protect the people taking bonafide
business decisions, the finance ministry has
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development of long-term non-recourse
infrastructure financing in India, including
the development of the bonds and
derivatives
markets
necessary
for
infrastructure financing.

Investment Corporation of India (ICICI) was
set up with the backing of the World Bank in
1955. The Industrial Development Bank of
India (IDBI) came into existence in 1964 to
promote
long-term
financing
for
infrastructure projects and industry.

The NaBFID has been established as a
statutory body to address market failures
that stem from the long-term, low margin
and risky nature of infrastructure financing.
The DFI, therefore, has both developmental
and financial objectives. To begin with, the
institution will be 100 per cent government
owned. It will help fund about 7,000 infra
projects under the National Infrastructure
Pipeline (NIP) which envisages an investment
of Rs 111 lakh crore by 2024-25. The DFI will
remain outside the purview of CAG, CVC and
CBI, a move aimed at enabling faster
decision-making.

Regulator Speaks
RBI tweaks norms for initiating
prompt corrective action against
banks
The Reserve Bank of India modified its
prompt corrective action (PCA) framework to
exclude the parameter of Return On Assets
(ROA) from the list of triggers. Earlier, a bank
was liable to be identified for initiation of
PCA under risk threshold 1, if it had a
negative ROA for two consecutive years,
under risk threshold 2 if its ROA was negative
for three consecutive years, and under risk
threshold 3 if the ROA was negative for four
consecutive years.

The government expects the DFI to leverage
this fund to raise up to Rs 3 lakh crore in the
next few years. During the pre-liberalised
era, India had DFIs which were primarily
engaged in the development of industry.
ICICI and IDBI, in their previous avatars, were
DFIs. Even the country’s oldest financial
institution IFCI Ltd functioned as a DFI. In
India, the first DFI was operationalised in
1948 with the setting up of the Industrial
Finance Corporation of India (IFCI).
Subsequently, the Industrial Credit and

According to a revised circular on the central
bank’s website, capital, asset quality and
leverage will be the parameters used for
identifying lenders weak enough to enter
PCA. The RBI also tweaked the stipulation
under the total capital adequacy ratio (CRAR)
parameter for risk threshold 3.
Banks which see their CRAR dropping more
than 400 basis points (bps) below the
minimum regulatory prescription for CRAR,
and the applicable capital conservation
2
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buffer will now be liable to be brought into
PCA under risk threshold 3.

RBI exempts borrowers with less than
Rs 5-crore bank loans from ambit of
current accounts circular

The PCA Framework would apply to all banks
operating in India, including foreign banks
operating through branches or subsidiaries
based on breach of risk thresholds of
identified indicators.

The Reserve Bank of India announced a
series of tweaks to its August 6, 2020,
current accounts circular, exempting
borrowers with less than Rs 5 crore of
banking system exposure from its ambit
subject to obtaining an undertaking from
such borrowers that they shall inform the
bank(s), as and when the credit facilities
availed by them from the banking system
reaches Rs 5 crore or more. The regulator
also exempted accounts opened under
specific instructions of the central and state
governments from meeting the restrictions
under the circular.

Chennai-based Indian Overseas Bank was the
last to exit the PCA framework in September.
The only lender still facing restrictions under
the framework is Central Bank of India.

Bandhan Bank gets empanelled as
agency bank of RBI

Indian Banks’ Association (IBA) had
requested the RBI to exempt accounts held
by the government with various banks from
the purview of the August 6 circular.
The Reserve Bank of India has authorised
private sector lender Bandhan Bank as its
agency bank for undertaking government
businesses. The appointment would allow
the Kolkata-based lender to undertake
government businesses on behalf of the RBI.
With this, Bandhan Bank joins ranks with a
few other scheduled private sector banks to
be empanelled as agency banks of the RBI.

Borrowers to whom the exposure of the
banking system is Rs 5 crore or more will be
allowed to maintain current accounts with
any one of the banks with which it has
CC/OD facility, provided that the bank has at
least 10% of the exposure of the banking
system to that borrower. Further, other
lending banks may open only collection
accounts subject to the condition that funds
deposited in such collection accounts will be
remitted within two working days of
receiving such funds, to the CC/OD account
maintained with the bank maintaining
current accounts for the borrower.

As an agency bank of the RBI, authorised to
undertake government business, the bank
will be able to handle transactions related to
collection of state taxes and revenue receipts
such as the GST and VAT; collection of stamp
duty and pension payments on behalf of the
central and state governments.

In case none of the lenders has at least 10%
exposure of the banking system to the
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borrower, the bank having the highest
exposure may open current accounts. Nonlending banks will not be permitted to open
current accounts, the RBI said.

should be more active in its forex assets
management including looking beyond SDR
currencies and active management of its gold
reserves.

Three other categories of accounts will also
be exempted from the restrictions under the
circular. These include inter-bank accounts,
accounts of all India financial institutions
(AIFIs) EXIM Bank, NABARD, NHB and SIDBI,
and accounts attached by orders of central or
state governments, regulatory bodies, courts
or investigating agencies where the customer
cannot undertake any discretionary debits.

Global interest rates which have been
declining over the last four decades in
advanced economies, touched their historic
lows in 2020. "This low yield environment
has made it an arduous task for the reserve
managers to generate reasonable returns on
their foreign assets" said a paper by RBI's
department of External Investments and
operations.

As per RBI banks shall monitor all accounts
regularly, at least on a half-yearly basis,
specifically with respect to the exposure of
the banking system to the borrower, and the
bank’s share in that exposure, to ensure
compliance with these instructions. If there is
a change in exposure of banks or aggregate
exposure of the banking system to the
borrower which warrants implementation of
new banking arrangements, such changes
shall be implemented within a period of
three months from the date of such
monitoring, the regulator added.

RBI Imposes ₹ 1 Crore Penalty On
Paytm Payments Bank

The RBI has imposed a monetary penalty of
Rs one crore on Paytm Payments Bank for
certain violations. This is related to an
offence committed of the nature referred to
in Section 26 (2) of Payment and Settlement
Systems Act, 2007 (PSS Act), the RBI said in a
press statement. On examination of Paytm
payments bank's application for issue of final
Certificate of Authorisation, the RBI observed
that Paytm Payments Bank had submitted
information that did not reflect the factual
position, the central bank said.

Banks may implement the necessary changes
within one month, after which the RBI will
review the compliance position thereon.

RBI may be looking at changing its
reserve management strategy
The RBI may be internally exploring shedding
its traditional approach to foreign exchange
reserve management amidst falling global
yields adding to the fiscal costs of managing
the reserves. A research paper by RBI
economists suggests that the central bank
4
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RBI increases IMPS limit to Rs 5 lakh
from Rs 2 lakh earlier

RBI grants licence to NARCL
The Reserve Bank gave licence to the
Rs.6,000 crore National Asset Reconstruction
Company Ltd (NARCL), a move that will help
kick start operations of the bad bank. NARCL
was incorporated in July in Mumbai following
registration with the Registrar of Companies
(RoC). The approval has been accorded
under Section 3 of SARFAESI Act 2002,"
Indian Banks' Association (IBA) CEO Sunil
Mehta tweeted. IBA, entrusted with the task
of setting up the bad bank, has put a
preliminary board for NARCL in place.

The Reserve Bank of India has increased the
limit of IMPS transaction to Rs 5 lakh from Rs
2 lakh earlier for convenience of the
consumers. RBI Governor Shaktikanta Das
announced that the increased limit for the
digital payment mode used for making
immediate transfer of money will make it
convenient for consumers to transfer higher
sums. The RBI has been taking steps to make
it easier for consumers to make digital
transfers. It had made the RTGS transfers,
used for higher value transaction, 24x7.

RBI maintains FY22 growth forecast at
9.5%, but scales it down for FY23
The Reserve Bank of India has retained its
growth forecast at 9.5% for FY22 while
revising down its inflation forecast to 5.3%
(from 5.7% earlier) given the lower than
expected food inflation momentum. RBI’s inhouse model expects it to ease further in
FY’22-23 to 4.5-5.2 per cent. But real GDP
growth may be lower at 7.8 per cent in the
next fiscal. Inflation pressures are expected
to ease in the current quarter. Consumer
price indices (CPI) inflation is seen at 5.1% in
Q2, 4.5% in Q3 and 5.8% in Q4 of FY22 with
risks broadly balanced. It is pegged at 5.3 per
cent from 5.7 per cent earlier for FY’22 as a
whole. "The CPI headline momentum is
moderating with the easing of food prices
which, combined with favourable base
effects, could bring about a substantial
softening in inflation in the near-term," .

RBI allows multinational banks to
store limited data abroad
Bringing a closure to a contentious issue, the
Reserve Bank of India has allowed
multinational banks operating in the country
to store a limited set of data in offshore
servers. Certain fields of static information
such as name and address of client, some
know-your-customer details along with
select transaction particulars like date and
amount, name of beneficiary, and reference
number can be stored abroad by foreign
banks. This was communicated a week ago
by the regulator to the Indian Banks'
Association (IBA).
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Bank, will start operations in few weeks with
at least Rs 1,500 crore loan book. This SFB
will take over the beleaguered urban cooperative lender Punjab and Maharashtra
Cooperative Bank over period. Jaspal Bindra,
Chairman of BSE listed Centrum Capital, said
with RBI issuing the license; the focus will
shift to board formation and building top
management team. The bank will become
functional before close of calender 2021 and
aspires to be India’s first digital bank.

RBI debars Haribhakti & Co

The Reserve Bank of India has debarred
Haribhakti & Co. LLP, Chartered Accountants,
from undertaking any type of audit
assignments in any of the entities regulated
by RBI for a period of two years with effect
from April 1, 2022. This is the first case of
debarment of a CA firm under section
45MAA of the Reserve Bank of India Act,
1934. “This action has been taken on account
of the failure on the part of the audit firm to
comply with a specific direction issued by RBI
with respect to its statutory audit of a
Systemically
Important
Non-Banking
Financial Company,” RBI said in a statement
titled “Action against Statutory Auditors of
NBFC under section 45MAA of RBI Act,
1934”.

RBI allows withdrawal from gold
deposit schemes in case of death
The Reserve Bank of India allowed premature
withdrawal of deposits under gold
monetisation scheme before the lock-in
period, in case the original depositor died.
Premature withdrawal from the scheme was
allowed but not before the lock-in period of
three and five years, depending upon the
duration of the original scheme. However, in
case the depositor dies, the family members
can withdraw the deposits, foregoing some
interest

RBI issues SFB licence to CentrumBharatPe consortium

RBI tells SBI to bid aggressively at
next switch auction; redemptions
need to be brought down
The RBI, in a recent interaction with SBI is
said to have requested the bank to purchase
a large quantum of bonds set to be offered in
the conversion programme on Oct 18,
sources told. On Oct 18, the Govt is
scheduled to switch two short-term bonds –
the 5.09%, 2022 paper and the 8.08%, 2022
paper (maturing in April 13, 2022 and August
2, 2022) with 3 longer-term floating rate
bonds – the FRB 2028 bond, the FRB, 2031

The Reserve Bank of India has issued licence
to the consortium of Centrum and BharatPe
to set up a small finance bank (SFB). The
lender, to be named Unity Small Finance
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bond and the FRB 2034 bond. The total
quantum of the switch, or Conversion
operation is scheduled at Rs 36,000 crore.

Information note on the end of LIBOR
by the APLMA and the TMA

Banking & Finance News
Indian Bank Q2 net up 164% to Rs
1,089 cr on surge in other income,
recoveries
On 14 September 2021, the Asia Pacific Loan
Market Association and the Treasury
Markets Association jointly published a note
that sets out a summary of options available
in the loan market for replacing USD LIBOR
with the Secured Overnight Financing Rate
(“SOFR”).

State-run lender Indian Bank has posted a
164 per cent rise in net profit for the second
quarter of the financial year ended
September 2021 to Rs 1,089 crore as against
Rs 412 crore during the same time last
financial year. The bank's net interest income
declined marginally by about one per cent in
Q2FY22 to Rs 4,084 crore from Rs 4,144 crore
in Q2FY21. The Chennai-based bank’s net
interest margin (NIM) (Domestic) was 2.89
per cent for Q2FY22 as against 3.06 per cent
for Q2FY21. Operating profit during the
quarter under review was Rs 3,276 crore, as
against Rs 2,942 crore a year ago. As per MD
and CEO of Indian Bank, the increase in net
profit is mainly due to a rise in other income
and improved cash recovery.

The Note is supported and endorsed by the
Hong Kong Monetary Authority. Market
surveys revealed that moving away from
LIBOR is often hindered by, among other
factors, market participants’ lack of
knowledge of the relevant alternative
reference rates. In the light of the deadline
set by the HKMA for financial institutions to
cease entering into new LIBOR contracts
after 31 December 2021, it is hoped that the
Note, which sets out the characteristics and
pros and cons of each SOFR option, can help
drive market forces to work towards this
deadline.

On the asset quality side, the bank’s gross
non-performing assets stood at 9.56 per cent
of gross advances as on September 2021,
coming down from 9.89 per cent. The Net
NPA ratio stood at 3.26 per cent as against
2.96 per cent in September 2020. Fresh
slippages were lower at Rs 3,952 crore
compared to Rs 4,204 crore in Q1 this fiscal.

Board of IOSCO publishes final
guidance
report
for
artificial
intelligence and machine learning
Subsequent to the consultation report
published by the International Organisation
of Securities Commissions (IOSCO) in June
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2021, the final guidance report (“IOSCO
Report”) for artificial intelligence and
machine learning entitled “The use of
artificial intelligence and machine learning by
market intermediaries and asset managers”
was released on 7 September 2021.

Boosted by Pradhan Mantri Jan-Dhan Yojana,
digital infrastructure and usage of banking
correspondent or BC model for furthering
financial inclusion, the number of bank
branches per 100,000 adults in India rose to
14.7 in 2020 from 13.6 in 2015, which is
higher than Germany, China and South
Africa, according to an SBI report.

Per the IOSCO Report, market intermediaries
and asset managers tend to achieve cost
reductions and improve efficiency through
the use of AI and ML. While market
intermediaries, asset managers and investors
receive
benefits
including
efficiency
enhancement, cost reduction and resource
sparing, a concern is amplification of risk that
affects the interests of consumers and other
market participants.

The report, which has been authored by
Soumya Kanti Ghosh, SBI's group chief
economic adviser, states that financial
inclusion policies have a multiplier effect on
economic growth, reducing poverty and
income inequality, while also being
conducive for financial stability.
Mobile and internet banking transactions per
1,000 adults have increased to 13,615 in
2019 from 183 in 2015. The new branch
authorisation policy of 2017 – which
recognises BCs that provide banking services
for a minimum of 4-hours per day and for at
least 5-days a week as banking outlets has
progressively obviated the need to set up
brick and mortar branches.

In the light of the above, the IOSCO Report
sets out some recommended measures to
ensure that the interests of investors and
other relevant stakeholders are protected.
Further, Annex I and Annex 2 to the IOSCO
Report outline the regulators’ responses to
the challenges arising from AI and ML, and
the guidance issued by supranational bodies
respectively.

Japan’s SoftBank sinks into losses
over China investments

Financial Inclusion policies have a
multiplier effect as per Research
Report

SoftBank Group Corp. sank into red ink for
the July-September period, dragged down by
losses on its investments in China, the
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Japanese
Monday.

technology conglomerate

said

Punjab National Bank, Yes Bank, Indian Bank
and Canara Bank were among the lenders
who saw their NIIs fall during the September
quarter. PNB’s NII was down 25% y-o-y, with
the net interest margin (NIM) falling 30 basis
points (bps) sequentially and 80 bps y-o-y.

SoftBank reported a 397.9 billion yen (USD
3.5 billion) loss for the fiscal second quarter,
compared to a 627 billion yen profit
recorded the same period the previous year.

The PNB management attributed the drop in
NII to the one-off impact of a judicial
embargo on bad-loan recognition during the
September quarter of FY21.

Tokyo- based SoftBank said its investment
portfolio called Vision Fund suffered losses,
including the value of its stake in South
Korean online retailer Coupang.

Also, the Delhi-based bank said it had to
price loans in the corporate and micro, small
and medium enterprises (MSME) segments
downwards.

But it said it booked gains on its shares in
DoorDash, an online food-ordering service
based in San Francisco. SoftBank said the
recent crackdown in China on the technology
sector weighed on Chinese share prices.
SoftBank’s Vision Fund was hit by a 1 trillion
yen (USD 9 billion) loss in the July-September
quarter, according to its chief executive,
Masayoshi Son. Son, who founded the
company, acknowledged the latest losses
were a big contrast to the booming results it
reported for the previous fiscal year.

Credit Suisse loses bid to keep roguebanker reports secret

H1FY22 report: Poor corporate loan
growth, thin margins hit big banks’
NIIs

The Bermuda Supreme Court ruled the Swiss
bank had no justification for withholding the
findings of Price Waterhouse Coopers and
Switzerland’s banking regulator into Patrice
Lescaudron’s crimes, given their relevance to
a trial due to open in the island nation this
month. Credit Suisse Group AG lost a court
fight to keep the lid on confidential reports
about a deceased rogue-banker convicted of
defrauding his rich clients including a
Georgian billionaire.

As loan growth in the corporate segment
slowed and low interest rates put a lid on
margins, most large banks saw their net
interest incomes (NII) growing slower during
the first half of FY22. Some public sector
banks (PSBs) even saw their NIIs fall on a
year-on-year (y-o-y) basis during Q2FY22.
Deposit rate cuts have been less frequent so
far this year and with lending rates
continuing to trend down, NIIs have come
under pressure, bankers said.

9
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Paytm’s insurance unit, Paytm Insuretech
(PIT), plans to leverage Paytm’s customer
base and merchant ecosystem to develop
innovative insurance products. Through an
investment in PIT, Swiss Re and Paytm will
work towards closing the insurance
protection gap in the market.

Indian Bank reports frauds of over Rs
266 cr in three a/cs to RBI
Indian Bank said it has reported over Rs 266
crore worth of fraud to the Reserve Bank,
relating to three NPA accounts.
These non-performing accounts have been
declared as fraud and reported to RBI as per
regulatory requirement, the public sector
lender said in a regulatory filing.

The investments in PIT follows the
acquisition of Raheja QBE by Paytm
Insuretech. The investment by Swiss Re and
the acquisition of Raheja QBE by Paytm
Insuretech are subject to regulatory
approvals.

It has declared M P Border Checkpost
Development Co Ltd as fraud with an
outstanding of Rs 166.89 crore; Pune
Sholapur Road Development (Rs 72.76 crore)
and SONAC (Rs 27.08 crore).

Delhi High Court asks RBI, SBI to
respond to plea to revoke prohibition
on use of UPI for cryptocurrency
exchange

The frauds have been categorised as
diversion of funds in all the three cases.
Indian Bank said it has held provisions worth
Rs 12.58 crore against SONAC. While in the
case of other two accounts, the provisions
held are equivalent to the entire exposure
respectively.

The Delhi High Court sought the response of
the Reserve Bank of India and State Bank of
India on a plea seeking to direct the
authorities to revoke the prohibition on the
use of UPI platform in dealing and settling
funds in the cryptocurrency exchange,
WazirX. A bench of Chief Justice D N Patel
and Justice Jyoti Singh issued notice to SBI,
RBI, National Payments Corporation of India,
and the Department of Financial Services and
asked them to respond to the petition. The
court listed the matter for further hearing on
December 24. Petitioner Arnav Gulati, a law
student, said he along with numerous
account holders of SBI and registered users
of cryptocurrency exchange, WazirX is
aggrieved by the actions of the authorities
which infringes his fundamental right of
trade under Article 19(1)(g) and the right to
equality under Article 14 of the Constitution.

Swiss Re to buy 23 pc stake in Paytm
Insuretech for about Rs 920 crore

Digital payments and financial services firm
Paytm said Switzerland-based reinsurance
major Swiss Re will buy a 23 per cent stake in
Paytm Insuretech for about Rs 920 crore.
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More than 80% Indians support RBI
move to stop auto debit: LocalCircles
survey

Fed bankers face penalties for ethical
breaches under senate proposal
A group of Senate Democrats plans to
introduce legislation that would penalize
Federal Reserve officials who fail to adhere
to a new ethics code made public by the
central bank last week. The bill is cosponsored by Senate Banking Committee
Chairman Sherrod Brown of Ohio and Sens.
Kirsten Gillibrand of New York, Jeff Merkley
of Oregon and Raphael Warnock of Georgia

Even as many multinationals and tech startups cry foul over the Reserve Bank of India’s
(RBI) move to stop the auto debit rule, many
customers seem to have given it a thumbs
up. 83% of Indian consumers who paid for
apps on Google Playstore, Apple App store
and Windows Store support RBI to mandate
OTP-based authentication for all app
purchases and renewals, a LocalCircles
survey said. RBI has stopped automatic
recurring payments for all services offered by
various companies such as Amazon, Netflix
or several applications or apps. This would
mean that money cannot be directly debited
from a customer’s credit card or bank
account without his permission

‘RBI should allow the rupee to
appreciate’
Considering higher domestic inflation as
supply disruptions mount, it will not do any
harm for RBI to lean with the wind and let
the rupee appreciate, as it can lead to
reduced imported inflation when metal and
oil prices are rising, and clear the liquidity
overhang to some extent, according to
Soumya Kanti Ghosh, Group Chief Economic
Adviser, State Bank of India. "With CAD
[current account deficit] at a comfortable
situation and an extremely unlikely
devastating third Covid (wave), the Indian
rupee is going to handle any taper news with
relative calm," Ghosh said in the latest
edition of SBI's Ecowrap report.

Kotak Bank, NPCI tie up to launch
credit card for armed forces on RuPay
network
Kotak Mahindra Bank on Thursday said it has
partnered
with
National
Payments
Corporation of India (NPCI) to launch credit
cards on the RuPay network for Indian armed
forces personnel. “The Kotak RuPay Veer
Platinum and Kotak RuPay Veer Select Credit
Cards are specially designed to fulfil the
needs of those who have dedicated
themselves to the service of the nation, i.e.
the armed forces of the country – Army,
Navy, and Air Force," the bank said in its
statement

S&P upgrades credit
Manappuram Finance

ratings

of

International rating agency S&P has
upgraded the long term issuer credit rating
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of Manappuram Finance Limited from “B+”
to “BB-” with stable outlook. The rating
agency also affirmed the ‘B’ short-term
issuer credit rating on the company.
According to the Rating Rationale released by
S&P, the gold-based lending business of the
company has proved to be an effective
counterbalance to weakness in India’s micro
finance segment. Manappuram Finance is
expected to continue to outperform its nongold NBFC peers over the next 12 months in
terms of asset quality and profitability, which
would be reflected in the company’s lower
credit costs, above-average profitability and
strong capitalisation

Avanti Finance completes Series A
and debt funding round, raises ₹306
crore

Technology led NBFC Avanti Finance has
further raised $15 million or about ₹111
crore in Series A2 from existing investors
Oikocredit, Nomura, The Bill & Melinda
Gates Foundation and Dr KR Shroff
Foundation. With this, it has completed their
Series A and debt funding round, which
raised a total of $41 million or ₹306 crore.
“Avanti will use the funds to strengthen its
deep tech platform, bolster data science,
enhance its product suite and expand the
team to enable unparalleled access to
affordable
credit
and
financial
empowerment to millions of unserved and
underserved households in India,” it said in a
statement

PayU launches tokenisation solution

PayU on Thursday launched its tokenisation
solution ‘PayU Token Hub’, which will enable
businesses to comply with RBI’s latest
guidelines on online card data storage whilst
allowing issuing banks to also generate their
own tokens. Built on PayU-owned Wibmo in
part partnership with major card networks
including Visa, MasterCard as well as with
leading issuing banks, this solution offers
both network tokens and issuer tokens under
single hub

Mobile payments growing faster than
card payments
Mobile payments in India are now growing
faster than card payments as more
consumers and businesses adopt digital
payments amidst the pandemic, said the
2021 India Mobile Payments Market Report.
According to the report, payments made via
apps that bypass credit card rails rose 67 per
cent to $478 billion in 2020. They are

Powered by Wibmo, PayU Token Hub is
developed as an interoperable plug-n-play
solution, to enable card on file and device
tokenisation using a single integration point.
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clocking more than $1 trillion in annualised
value in 2021. “Payments handled by mobile
devices are soaring in India, driven by the
popularity of bank accounts as an in-app
payment method,” said the report published
by S&P Global Market Intelligence’s Financial
Institutions Research team, adding that it
expects mobile payments to continue to
grow faster than cards due to growing
consumer preference to use smartphones to
pay.

March 31, 2021, the Micro Units
Development & Refinance Agency (Mudra)
has said in response to a Right to Information
(RTI) query. In absolute terms, the value of
gross NPAs in Mudra loans as on March 31,
2021, was Rs 34,090.34 Cr, while the value of
loans outstanding under the scheme stood at
Rs 2.84 lakh Cr on the same date.

Jana Small Finance Bank appoints
former IRDAI chairman, Subhash
Khuntia as part-time chairman

The pandemic has hit small businesses
harder than their larger counterparts and
that may be putting pressure on loans taken
by them, including Mudra loans. On Tuesday,
analysts at Crisil Ratings said that the micro,
small and medium enterprises (MSME)
segment, despite benefiting from the
emergency credit line guarantee scheme, is
likely to see asset quality deteriorate and will
require restructuring to manage cash-flow
challenges. “In fact, restructuring is expected
to be the highest for this segment, at 4-5% of
the loan book, leading to a jump in stressed
assets to 17-18% by this fiscal end from ~14%
last fiscal,” the agency said in a report.

In a move to strengthen the Board and
support the firm through the next phase of
growth, Jana Small Finance Bank Limited
today announced the appointment of Dr
Subhash C Khuntia as the part-time
Chairman.
A
1981-batch
Indian
Administrative Services (IAS) officer, Dr
Khuntia has earlier worked as Chief Secretary
to Government of Karnataka, Secretary to
Government of India, Department of School
Education, and was the Chairman of
Insurance Regulatory and Development
Authority of India (IRDAI).

NPCI launches NTS platform for
tokenization of RuPay cards

Mudra NPAs rise as Covid hits MSMEs
The ratio of gross non-performing assets
(NPAs), or bad loans, in the loans
outstanding under the Pradhan Mantri
Mudra Yojana (PMMY) stood at 11.98% as on

National Payments Corporation of India
(NPCI)
announced the launch of NPCI
Tokenization system (NTS) to support
tokenisation of cards as an alternate to
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storing card details with merchants. “The
NPCI Tokenization System (NTS) will support
the tokenisation of RuPay cards to further
enhance the safety of customers and provide
a seamless shopping experience to
consumers,” it said in a statement.

would continue to hold the office till the
conclusion of the next AGM.
Radhika Gupta, Chief Executive Officer,
Edelweiss Asset Management has been
elected as the Vice-Chairperson of AMFI.

Moody's upgrades outlook on Indian
banking from 'negative' to 'stable'

“All these businesses can maintain their
RuPay consumer base utilising Token
Reference on File (TROF) for future
transactions initiated by their respective
RuPay consumers,” it said. Tokenisation
guidelines have to be met by January 1,
2022.

Mr.Balasubramanian
elected
as
Chairman of Association of Mutual
Funds

Global rating agency Moody's has upgraded
the outlook on the Indian banking system
from “Negative” to “Stable” on the back of
stabilising asset quality and improved capital.
The deterioration of asset quality since the
onset of the Coronavirus pandemic has been
moderate, and an improving operating
environment will support asset quality. The
level of problem loans for rated banks has
moved down from 8.5% in FY19 to 7.1% in
FY21.
Declining credit costs as a result of improving
asset quality will lead to improvements in
profitability and capital will remain above
pre-pandemic levels, the rating agency said
in a statement.

MR Balasubramanian, CEO of Aditya Birla Sun
Life Asset Management has been elected
Chairman of Association of Mutual Funds in
India, at the recently concluded board
meeting of AMFI. He would take over from
Nilesh Shah, MD, Kotak Mutual Fund.
Balasubramanian earlier served as AMFI
Chairman between 2017 and 2019 and now

HDFC bank detect unauthorised and
suspicious attempts to transact
HDFC Bank said it detected unauthorised and
suspicious attempts to transact in certain
accounts, following which it filed an FIR. The
Delhi Police has arrested 12 persons,
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including 3 employees of HDFC Bank based
on the complaint, the Bank said in a
statement.

a cyber security incident within the
prescribed time period, and failure to credit
the amount involved in unauthorised
electronic transactions, among other
reasons. Listing the reasons behind the
move, the RBI said in a release that it
imposed a penalty of Rs 1.95 Cr on the
Standard Chartered Bank over noncompliance with the directions issued by it
regarding “customer protection”.

“The accused had fraudulently obtained a
cheque book, which has been recovered.
Mobile phone number identical to that of
account holder’s US-based phone number
was also procured by the fraudsters,” the
DSP was quoted in the report.
“On the basis of technical evidence,
footprints, and human intelligence, multiple
geolocations were identified. In all, raids
were conducted at 20 locations across Delhi,
Haryana and Uttar Pradesh,” he further
informed.

India's exports up 40.5% to $15.13
billion during October 1-14
The country's exports rose by 40.5% to
$15.13 billion during Oct 1-14 on account of
healthy performance by key sectors such as
petroleum products, engineering and
chemicals, according to preliminary data of
the commerce ministry. Imports during the
period grew by 60.72% to $14.82 billion, the
data showed.

Proshares Bitcoin-futures ETF starts
trading in watershed moment
After years of delays and setbacks, the first
Bitcoin-linked exchange - traded fund in the
U.S., the ProShares Bitcoin Strategy ETF,
made its debut, marking a watershed
moment for the crypto industry. The fund -trading under the ticker BITO -- rose about
3% to $41.25 as of 9:33 a.m. in New York. It
has been long-awaited by both the crypto
community and investors on Wall Street,
many of whom have argued for years that a
Bitcoin-centric exchange-traded fund has
been overdue.

India's merchandise exports grew by 22.63
percent year-on-year to $33.79 billion in
September on better performance by key
sectors, even as the trade deficit widened to
a record high of $22.59 billion.

Capital Account convertablity: India
on the cusp of fundamental analysis

RBI Imposes ₹ 1.95 Crore Fine On
Standard Chartered Bank
India is on the cusp of fundamental shifts in
the capital account convertibility space, with
increased market integration in the offing
and freer non-resident access to debt on the

The RBI imposed a fine of Rs 1.95 Cr on the
Standard Chartered Bank for failing to report
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table, according to, Deputy Governor, RBI. In
this regard, He observed that there is an
effort to liberalise foreign portfolio
investment (FPI) debt flows further, with the
introduction of the Fully Accessible Route
(FAR), which places no limit on non-resident
investment
in
specified
benchmark
securities.

Forex reserves rise by $2.039 billion
to reach $639.516 billion
The country's foreign exchange reserves rose
by USD 2.039 billion to USD 639.516 billion in
the week ended Oct 8, according to RBI data.
In the previous week ended Oct 1, the
reserves had dipped by USD 1.169 billion to
USD 637.477 billion. The reserves had surged
by USD 8.895 billion to a life time high of USD
642.453 billion in the week ended Sept 3.

“Since, over time, virtually all securities will
fall under the FAR category, the move is
unambiguously aimed at an eventual
unfettered access for non-residents in
Government Securities (G-Secs),” he said in a
speech delivered at the Fifth Foreign
Exchange Dealers’ Association of India
(FEDAI) Annual Day.

UCO Bank chief A K Goel is new IBA
chairman, succeeds Union Bank MD

PNB Housing Shelves ₹ 4,000 crore
Share plan to Carlyle Group, other
investors

The Indian Banks' Association (IBA) elected
UCO Bank MD A K Goel as its chairman. Goel
replaces Union Bank MD & CEO Rajkiran Rai
G as head of the banking sector association.
The managing committee at its meeting
elected new chairman and other office
bearers for 2021-22, IBA said in a statement.
Goel has been recommended for the post of
the MD of Punjab National Bank (PNB) by the
Banks Board Bureau, last month. He would
assume charge of PNB after clearance from
the Appointments Committee of the Cabinet
(ACC) headed by the Prime Minister.

PNB Housing Finance Limited has called off
it’s proposed ₹ 4,000 crore share sale plan to
Carlyle Group and other marquee investors
including General Atlantic and Ares SSG,
citing protracted delays and uncertainty over
regulatory approvals required for the
preferential issue. At a Board meeting
PNBHFL decided not to proceed with the
proposed preferential issue and therefore
will now evaluate other alternatives to raise
capital. Also, all the share subscription
agreements executed with the proposed
allottees have been terminated.
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India's trade deficit widens to record
$22.6 billion in September

Premium payments to DICGC in FY21

India's merchandise trade deficit widened to
a record $22.6 billion in September, the
highest in at least about 14 years, data
released by the Govt showed . India's
merchandise exports rose by 22.63% Y-o-Y to
$33.79 billion in September on better
performance by key sectors like engineering
goods and petroleum products. Merchandise
imports stood at $56.39 billion in Sept, an
increase of 84.77% compared to the year-ago
period.

Scheduled commercial banks account for
over 93% of premium payments to the
Deposit Insurance and Credit Guarantee
Corporation (DICGC) in FY21, showed the
corporation’s annual report for the year. This
is even as a majority of bailouts by the DICGC
were for co-operative banks. Commercial
banks, including local area banks (LABs) and
regional rural banks (RRBs) paid a total
premium of Rs 16,341 crore in 2020-21,
while co-operative banks paid Rs 1,176 crore.
However, the coverage of deposits by share
is highest in the case of RRBs. “An
examination of the covered deposits under
insurance protection among major bank
groups other than payment banks indicate
that RRBs account for the highest share of
around 84%, followed by local area banks
(80.1%), co-operative banks (69.4%), State
Bank of India (59.1%), public sector banks
(54.6%), small finance banks (44.5%), private
sector banks (39.6%) and foreign banks
(6.8%), respectively,” .

Remission of Duties and Taxes on
Exported Products (RoDTEP)

The finance ministry has notified the
procedure to issue duty credit for goods
exported under the tax refund scheme
Remission of Duties and Taxes on Exported
Products (RoDTEP). The rates for 8,555
products - such as marine, agriculture,
leather, gems and jewellery - were
announced under the RoDTEP scheme in
August this year. The value of goods for
calculation of duty credit to be allowed
under the scheme will be the declared export
FOB (Freight On Board) value or up to 1.5
times the market price of that item,
whichever is less.

Indian Bank as partner bank for
offline-online collection of treasury in
TN
Indian Bank has become the official partner
bank for the collection of offline and online
treasury for the Integrated Financial and
Human Resources Management System. The
Integrated Financial and Human Resources
Management System is a portal developed
by the government of Tamil Nadu to
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integrate human resources and finance
related services providing a comprehensive
management system.

minister Piyush Goyal informed the 9th
meeting of the High Level Joint Task Force on
Investments held in Dubai.

NPCI is estimating 25 million new
mandates

Block chain-enabled trade transaction

The National Payments Corporation of India
(NPCI) is estimating a run rate of 25 million
new mandates for customers getting
registered every month for recurring
payments by the end of this fiscal. The
federal fintech firm is also looking at a target
of processing one billion UPI transactions per
day over the next three years. Speaking at
The Global Fintech Fest 2021, Dilip Asbe,
Managing Director and CEO, NPCI said, “Last
year we had about 22 billion UPI transaction
volumes and this year we are expecting that
to touch 40-42 billion. And annually the value
is over one trillion dollars. There is still a
possibility of 10X growth in digital payments.
We should process about 50 billion
transactions on a monthly basis and one
billion per day over the next three years.
There is a lot to be done, we have just
started.”

Foreign lender HSBC has successfully
executed a blockchain-enabled live trade
finance transaction between ArcelorMittal
Nippon Steel India and UAE's Universal Tube
and Plastic Industries. Benefits of executing
such a transaction include enhancing
transparency and security for all parties, and
reducing document negotiation cycle time to
around one day from a week, it said. The
transaction reinforces the commercial and
operational viability of blockchain as
alternative to conventional exchanges for
paper-based documentation.

Central Bank of India enters colending partnership with lIFL Home
Finance
Central Bank of India announced that it has
entered into a strategic co-lending
partnership with IIFL Home Finance. In its
regulatory filing it said, Central Bank of India
has entered into a strategic Co-lending
Partnership with lIFL Home Finance Ltd to
offer SME LAP Loan product under priority
sector to MSME borrowers subject to the
compliance with the applicable law(s)

Emirates NBD bank to open two more
branches in India
Amid growing business ties between India
and UAE, the Reserve Bank of India has
granted permission to Emirates NBD, the
government-owned bank of UAE, to open
two more branches in India, visiting trade
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including the applicable guidelines issued by
Reserve Bank of India (RBl).

Indian Bank to leverage Fisdom tie-up
for
offering
more
wealth
management products

Pendency of proceedings in cheque
bounce cases
The pendency of proceedings in cheque
bounce cases and the multiplicity of
complaints, in which a cause of action arising
from one transaction is litigated, have
“dampened” the ease of doing business in
India and hindered investments, the
Supreme Court said. The apex court said that
the nature of offence under section 138 of
the Negotiable Instruments (NI) Act, which
relates to the dishonour of cheque, is quasicriminal and the purpose of the enactment is
to “provide security” to creditors and instill
confidence in the banking system of the
country.

Indian Bank has expanded the partnership
with Fisdom, a fintech player, by adding new
digital products to widen the suite of wealth
management products for its customers. In
addition to existing products of mutual fund
investment and e-NPS, new digital products
such as mutual fund HNI advisory products,
digital gold and e-tax filing were on-boarded
under the association by way of an
agreement, according to a statement.
Executive Director, Indian Bank pointed out
that the bank’s latest initiatives were part of
its efforts to upscale business generation
through digital channels both for liability and
asset products of the bank. “Considering our
rich experience of working with various
banks and Indian Bank’s commitment to
delivering customer delight, we are confident
that the partnership will be able to deliver
great products, high quality service and a
user-friendly wealth management ecosystem
to Indian Bank customers,”.

Most PSUs on govt's privatisation list
created by private sector
Defending privatisation policy, Principal
Economic Adviser Sanjeev Sanyal said most
of the public sector undertakings (PSUs) that
the government intends to sell were actually
created by the private sector. Actually much
of what we are attempting to privatise were
actually built by the private sector." Citing an
example, he said Air India was simply taken
away from the private sector and
nationalised in 1993. "In 1969, banks were
simply taken away and nationalised. So,
when people say that these institutions were
built by the blood and sweat of the Indian
bureaucracy, let me point out to you that
these things were originally built by private
companies," .
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IIFL Finance launches instant business
loan on WhatsApp

India ranks 40th out of 43 global
pension systems, as per survey
India has ranked 40th out of 43 pension
systems across the world in the 2021 Mercer
CFS Global Pension Index survey, suggesting
the need for strategic reforms in India to
revamp the pension system so as to ensure
adequate retirement income. India had
stood at 34th position out of 39 pension
systems rated in 2020. According to the
survey, India had an overall index value of
43.3 among the countries analysed, lower
than the index value of 45.7 for 2020.
Globally, Iceland was ranked highest with an
overall index value of 84.2 while Thailand
had the lowest overall index value at 40.6.

IIFL Finance has launched instant business
loan on WhatsApp, whereby users of the
latter will be able to avail loan up to ₹10 lakh
with minimum documentation and get
approval in five minutes. The retail-focussed
non-banking finance company (NBFC), in a
statement, claimed that it has become the
first NBFC in the country to launch instant
business loan on WhatsApp. WhatsApp’s 45
crore-plus users across India can avail a 24x7
loan facility to get a loan in less than ten
minutes from IIFL Finance.

Indusind Bank says whistleblower
claims baseless; gave 84k loans sans
client consent in May

PhonePe and NBBL partner to launch
ClickPay
Digital payment platform PhonePe has, in
association with NPCI Bharat BillPay Ltd
(NBBL), launched ClickPay for its customers.
ClickPay is a unique payment link that
enables customers to make recurring online
bill payments (electricity, water, gas, loan,
etc) and removes the need to remember
tedious account details associated with each
biller or service. This link sent by the biller
will lead the customer directly to the
payment page, fetching the bill amount
instantly.

Terming whistleblower allegations on loan
evergreening as “grossly inaccurate and
baseless”, Indusind Bank admitted to have
disbursed 84,000 loans without customer
consent in May owing to a “technical glitch”.
Lending without the consent was reported by
the field staff in two days, and the glitch was
also rectified expeditiously, the private
sector lender said in a clarification.
There was a media report about anonymous
whistleblowers writing to the bank
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management and the RBI about BFIL, the
microlending-focused subsidiary of the bank,
allegedly resorting to evergreening of loans,
wherein existing borrowers unable to pay
dues were given new loans to present the
books as clean.

The same modalities will now govern the
transition to global minimum tax between
India and the U.S., a statement by the Press
Information Bureau said.

The report had highlighted that a month
prior to the October 14 complaint, BFIL’s
non-executive chairman M R Rao had
stepped down and also flagged RBI’s
concerns on the loans given without
customer consent in his resignation letter,
calling it a deliberate act to shore up
repayment rates

Legally Speaking
Global Minimum Tax: India, U.S.
Agree On Transition Mechanism
India and the U.S. have agreed on a
transition mechanism from the current
equalisation levy, known as digital tax that's
levied in the country, to a global minimum
tax. The two nations have agreed to adopt
the same mechanism which the U.S. signed
on Oct. 21 with five other countries. The
October agreement was signed between the
U.S., U.K., France, Italy, Spain and Austria.
Under the Oct. 21 agreement, the European
countries have retained for now the so-called
digital services tax on technology giants like
Facebook Inc. and Amazon.com Inc., which
U.S. officials said were being unfairly
discriminated against. If and when a new
global tax regime comes into force in the
next two years, the European countries will
offer a credit to refund any taxes collected in
excess of what corporations would pay under
the global tax deal. For its part, the U.S.
agreed to drop retaliatory tariffs it had
enacted against the five European nations.
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Financials of Public Sector Banks–Quarter ended 30.09.2021 (Rs in Crores)
Sl.No

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Total
Business(Net)
Amount

Bank

Bank of Maharashtra
Bank of Baroda
Bank of India
Canara Bank
Central Bank of India
Indian Bank
Indian Overseas Bank
Punjab National Bank
Punjab & Sind Bank
State Bank of India
UCO Bank
Union Bank of India

Operating
Profit
Amount

296808
1693516
1031856
1719349
512094
937202
397831
1851097
169484
6340407
335238
163919
1548605

1061
5670
2678
5604
1401
3275
1419
4021
249
18079
1334
6074

Net Profit
Amount

1051
2088
1051
1333
250
1089
376
1105
218
7627
205
1526

Gross NPA

CRAR
Basel III
%

Net NPA

Amount

%

Amount

%

6403
59504
50270
57853
27252
36886
15666
100291
9823
123942
10910
80212

5.56%
8.11%
12.00%
8.42%
15.52%
9.56%
10.66%
13.63%
14.54%
4.90%
8.98%
12.64%

1910
19602
10576
20862
7004
11749
3741
36934
2288
37119
3854
26786

1.73%
2.83%
2.79%
3.21%
4.51%
3.26%
2.77%
5.49%
3.81%
1.52%
3.37%
4.61%

14.67%
15.55%
17.05%
14.37%
15.38%
15.88%
15.41%
15.19%
17.92%
13.35%
14.31%
13.64%

ROA
%

0.53%
0.73%
0.53%
0.46%
0.29%
0.69%
0.53%
0.30%
6%
0.72%
0.66%
0.30%
0.56%

163919
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CRR

4.00%

SLR

18.00%

Repo Rate

4.00%

Reverse Repo

3.35%

MSF Rate

4.25%

Bank rate

4.25%

MCLR/RBLR Rates of our Bank w.e.f. 03.11.2021
Overnight

6.45%

1month

3months

6 months

One Year

RBLR

6.70%

6.90%

7.05%

7.30%

6.80%

